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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to record 
a descriptive analysis of the French spoken in Reserve, 
a town located in St. John the Baptist Parish, 
approximately thirty miles above New Orleans on the 
east bank of the Mississippi River. The body of 
material used for this study, recorded on magnetic 
tape, consists of the edited texts of tales, personal 
experiences, and reminiscences of six informants who I 
represent the last of the native speakers of French in 
an area where French was once the only language spoken. 
A phonetic transcription of this material, an English 
translation, a phonetic analysis, as well as a brief 
biography of each informant are included in this study. 
The edited texts on tape are an integral part of this 
thesis, since they furnish historical evidence of the 
French spoken in Reserve by native speakers. They 
also, together with the transcription and the phonetic 
analysis, furnish evidence that the French spoken in 
Reserve is a regional dialect in which the trilled r 
is used in preference to the velar r, or r grasseye, 
of Standard French. The phonology of this dialect 
varies from Standard French in the adoption of seven
vi
Bnglish sounds, the lack of consistent discrimination 
between similar nasal vowels, the generation of nasal 
vowels, the partial assimilation of the negative 
element, the loss of final consonants, and the dis­
placement of syllabic boundaries in certain environments.
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INTRODUCTION
Reserve is a rural-industrial town located 
on the east hank of the Mississippi River, approx­
imately thirty-five miles above New Orleans. Once 
an agricultural community with rice, then sugar cane 
and vegetables as principal crops, it early became 
dependent upon a sugar refinery for economic survival.
In recent years both light and heavy industry, attracted 
to the area by its provident location on the Miss­
issippi River, have revitalized the economy. The 
I960 census records a population of 5 ,297-
Reserve is one of the early settlements in a 
parish which has been called La C6te des Allemands, 
Creole Parish, CSte d'Or, but more often German Coast,^ 
the area having been originally settled and inhab­
ited (about 1721) by Germans and their descendants.
Priest-missionaries were eventually sent out to 
minister to the colonists. Civil, as well as eccle­
siastical, power was vested in them to make control 
of the colonies less troublesome. These missionaries
■̂Rt. Rev. Msgr. Jean M. Eyraud and Donald Millet 
(Editors), A History of St. John the Baptist Parish with 
BiographicaT Sketches. (Marrero, Louisiana: The Hope
Haven Press, 1939)> Pp* 9-13> 13-60.
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e as in ete
e as in b^lle
s as in train
& as in bat (English)
a as in rat
Q as in bas
a as in banc
0 as in chaud
£ as in port
5 as in sont
u as in vous
U as in look (English)
Z as in pu
£ as in peu
0 as in le
ce as in soeur
a? as in lundi
1 as in pied
H as in lui
w as in oui
£ as in £°nt
b as in bateau
t as in table
© as in thing (English)
d as in donner
k as in conte
£ as in garder
X
f as in folle
v as in veux
_s as in sel
z as in z£le
as in chaire 
£  as in ge 
m as in ma 
n as in non 
ji as in signe 
q as in thing (English)
1 as in la
r as in rose
Qt as in chain (English)
d as in judge (English)
In the phonetic transcription the hreath groups 
are separated by periods. Within the breath groups the 
stress groups are separated by commas, and the following 
accentuation is indicated:
1. Primary stress (*) meaning group or word stress
is used to indicate (a) the low falling pitch 
and lengthening of the final and accented 
syllable of the breath group. This mark is not 
used unless the syllable receiving the "beat" 
(accent) is followed by relatively unaccented 
appendages like 1&, tu sais.
2. Emphatic stress (") meaning word stress is
indicated where the symbol is placed in the
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transcription before the stressed syllable of the word 
receiving the emphasized idea. It can occur in a word 
other than the final one in the breath group. The 
normally accented syllable does not weaken, but a 
stronger accent is given to the other word. In an 
accented word of more than one syllable, the emphatic 
stress can sometimes occur on all syllables (according 
to the speaker's choice). Sometimes the accented 
syllable is displaced and the normal accent weakens and 
another syllable becomes stronger: ["de vo "re] and 
["d:e vo ‘re], A breath group in this transcription 
does not necessarily follow the syntactic structure of 
what is normally understood to be a "literary" sentence. 
It is rather intended to indicate the point at which the 
speaker pauses after having uttered a meaningful syllable 
or combination of meaningful syllables. The trans­
cription is intended to record the spoken language and 
no attempt has been made to equate it to the written 
language. It is interesting to note that while the 
intonation pattern (consisting of breath groups with 
their stress groups, primary and emphatic stress) of 
this dialect follows the pattern of Standard French, 
the stress groups are composed of fewer syllables than 
one can expect from a native Frenchman. After a vowel 
or consonant (:) indicates lengthening of that sound.
In Chapter I the texts are assigned Roman 
numerals corresponding to the Roman numerals used in
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the Appendix to identify the informants. Where more 
than one example of the same informant's speech exists, 
capital letters were added to the Roman numerals. The 
entire texts of the samples on tape are transcribed in 
this chapter. Spaces between symbols and groups of 
symbols indicate lexical word divisions (boundaries).
Chapter II is devoted to the translation of the 
texts, numbered to correspond with the transcribed 
texts.
In Chapter III an analysis of the dialect with 
examples from the transcribed texts indicates only those 
features of the dialect which deviate from the Standard 
French. The omissions include discussion of final con­
sonants, breath groups, accents and stress groups, 
emphatic stress, lengthening (since its occurrence is 
accidental and not a feature of the dialect), and those 
elements of liaison, linking, elision, and the use of 
the unstable [0] which correspond with Standard French.
Quotation marks are used in the translation of 
the texts at the beginning and at the end of each sep­
arate sample of each informant's speech. Direct quo­
tations within the samples are enclosed in single 
quotation marks.
Chapter IV is a summary and conclusion.
Throughout this thesis the phonetic symbols are 
enclosed in brackets, [], and the graphemes are 






[o tsy se, s k yn...tsit fid, m a hi, 1 otra 
' zur la? i di, Shrase cen om, sd musta:$, s e kom 
m32e oen cef sd sel. ty krwa 1 sa twa? §? twa osi? 
alor, el ave rez3. tsy pa, m3 mustsIk.^]
I B
[la ta:d ha la gep]
[k3m3 s ete, s e m3 vĵ zS grhpaer lasSji, ki m ave 
rak3te, sa, pukwa la gep, ave, en tad, kom sa. alor,
ola gep, e 1 must ik, ave ete a la $as,...a la pe$,...
e...a tu mhmd, i lave 6e pwas3,...alor, a...la gep d zi,
to pwas3, el e gro. li dzi wi, h£n,je mo tra1 pe la, 1
2gro kom mo z5ml telmft el a...la 'gep la, a ri, el a 
prese sa,..*e s e pukwa, sa taj, e reste ptsit, kom 
'sa tsy vwa.]
^There was a mosquito in the room.





[ e s ete ce rwa, il ave dzi a sb,...s ete oe rwa, 
kom peer ba*dwal la, il arseve, boku d kbpai^i. alor, 
e...S zur, i dzi a sa,..a sb met, i d^i, ekut. i dzi, 
dome, za v0 rasavwar, la kbpaQi, me, pa d la ra'kaj
2 vnb, de d ignitasr. e Z9 ks ty nu dbn, la meljoer 
$oz, o mbn, pu dzine. 1 Sdlvidzy, a...ekute oe momb, 
il a di, senjcer, voz ord, sarb, ekute. bfb, sa ete 
la rwa, d ize bt lqi mbm, sa i va nu “dibne? sa ete, 
i s e py, okype d la kqisln, mldzi a arive, i 1 Saple, 
pu dzine, i 5 tu arive, i sb mi, otur d la tab, 69 
plato, yn bel lbQ. tsy suvjb, komb bn ave, de bsl 
lbij? "pssrsbn a ply, ozUrdqi...alor, e...kqi, i regard 
sa, m : .••, sa sbte bb, tsy se. m:...d la vbn kqisa... 
e i pbse, bt lqi mem, me sa il e vny nu "d:bne, pu la 
meljcer $oz, o "m:bn. so, sa ete, kom sa, iz b... 
iz b "netwaje la pla, s ete bb, s ete,...alor, yn smSn 
U d fi apre, cen ot "gaeq, dave arive. il a aple, bkor, 
sb kuk, i lui dzi, ekut. 1 otra zur, z t e dmbde, pu 
la m^ljoer lbq, e...$oz o mbn, tsy nuz a abne. e s e 
dame, z ore bkor la kbpajii, damb, z v;zS k tsy m dbn, la 
ply movsz $oz. la kqizinje, n ete pa, bbarase, il a 
d zi senjoer, voz ord, sarbt, egzekyte. la, i dzi bt lxji
vmSm , me sa i va vnir, nu ird:bne, a prasb? 1 otra zur, 
s ete yn lbq, sa i va nu done, damb? bf 2 , la tb ariv, 
y"n ot bel 1 b dzire, za vwa la ' lbQ la. 6b gro
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morso, d a j , pike la dQ, oe tru, pu pdn la ' ldq la, tsy 
se komd d "pdde sa, pu netwaje, alor, sa ete kdm sa, 
kdt lez gnvite, sd part i, e la, i va dd la $dm, da sd 
kUk, i di, ekut, ty se, tsy m a zwe,...ce vilg "tu:r la 
twa. e m e d zi, e pUkwa senjcer? i dzi 1 otra zUr, z ave 
d la cdpa^i, z t e dmdae la majoer $oz, ty nu ddne yn IdQ. 
me, i di, e s ka lez gvite, Id pa "dievore? la i d zi 
wi, iz d e"me sa. be i dzi, sa dave st, la meljoer Joz, 
i di wi, me s e pa dez afaer kom sa, z vule, set yn... 
ply fg. alor, sa ete kom sa,..,i d zi, pukwa tsy m a fe
S vsa? s et ce sal "tUr t y m a zwe la. i di, nd senjoer.
s et oe "b:kg ,!bo "tur. i di, suvane vu d yn $oz. la
ldq, la ldq, s e la "meljoer $oz, 0 nidn, e a mgm td, la
"ply "m:ovez. i dzi,kd"md tsy p " d zir sa? e bjg,
i dzi sepoer, s e tU said, la manjaer, vu vu 1 dplwaje. 
s e 'vre g? va tuzur, kritsike 1 mdn, a si sa, gn movsz 
Idg. bjg rarmd, gn bavardjzSz, dzi la veri'te nd. ms 
e va parle, pUr le movsz ldQ.]
II A 
[le bal]
[kdt dn ete, tu vany grdn, dn ave kat grdn fij.
e dn ale o bal. le bal, n ete pa bjg lwg, da $e nu.
me...d faze de zoli rob parska ma mdmd etets yn mo"dzis. 
e dn ale o bal, e dn ete Japardne, par not papa, e not
mamd. e dn ale o bal, e d ddse avek "tu le garsd. dn
a ddse, avek tu le garsd, ki ete dd la sal, me dn ale
4
pa, avsk de gar'sd o bal nd. i j ave, de "bid, ki zwe 
1 a myzik. i j ave de se pjasr, ki zwe la myzik. s ete 
5 strlq bssn, 0 zoli myzik. dn ale o bal, d ddse tut 
la nqi, me dn ale, ka la samdi swar. e tut la samen, 
i fale raste dndd. trava'je, 1 kud* dn ete tuzur okype. 
me d rodaje^pa, la Jamd. d kurse^pa, la Jamd. e
tuzur ddd, kdt la solej sa kuje, ka si dn ale d ptsi p^, 
nuz aswar su la lve, syr oe bd, avd k i faze nwar, dn 
ete tu ddd. kdt dn ave oen amur/zS, i raturne d zy bal, 
avek "nu. me sa tane pa, par le 'bra nd, la garsd. sa 
marje. sa marje. kelka fwa sa zoen om vane, sa marje 
avsk nu, me sa tane pa mem la bra.]
II B
[e bjd, nuz etjd, sd soer dd la mezd, e dn ave 
yn plas, pur rasavwar lez amurjzf. e dn ete tu asiz dd
gla mezd, dsam, dd la mem Jam. me i j ave pa da kut ize,
parska dn ave "dt. alor le garsd parte. me dn ave pa
drwa mem, d ale syr la galri, pur...pur...kdt la garsd 
parti. i fale, k d res, a la port. e bjd, dn ave de 
bolfren, i y de zoen om, ki faze amur^S da nu, i j a d̂ Jz 
d, kek fwa, avd k d sa marje. me dn ete pa d gaze, me
kdt dn ale o bal, d ddse avek tu, s ete pa avek la, la
gar'sd nd. avek tu le garsd. kat mem dn ave oen amurjzS, 
d ddse avek tu le garsd.
5̂patois, "run the road."
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II C 
C le grd bal]
[kdt z ete z n,tu ptsit ptsit fij, bn ale, bn 
ale w a : r  le bal. e...z ave yn soe:r ki ddse. e s ete 
la mejoe:r dbsoe:z, da la fa'miij sa. e...sa ddse, kb 
z ete zoen, la polka militae:rl s etets yn zoli dbs, me 
...e...la soel de sce:r, ki save ddse sa. e...b d5se le 
dbs kare, le Ibsje. s 5 faze kbm yn Jen, ek le bra, 5
V  Qe$bze da kavalje, da dam. a... i j ave yn ot, s etet 
yn kad'ril kdn aple sa. me la mbn sote, pu set kad'ril 
la. sa faze kbm yn Jen, e sa kure. e...i ave yn dbs,
tk bn aple la Ibsje. la lbsje...1 ...la...la lasje, la 
kad'ril...la "varjete. la varjete, s etets yn dbs kare, 
me la zcen om la$e sa dam, e...i ddse avek tu lez ot
damwazel, tut o tur. e i j ave yn dbs, ki s aple la
grdn vals. la grdn vals, s etets yn Jen,...tu le 
dmwazel, sa tane a la m2 , e le garsd, sa mete o milj^5, 
o mil<jjz5...o milj^, d zy rd...e...le garsd, ddse avek le 
dmwazel, tane le dmwazel, yn par yn, sa ddse, zyska sa 
ariv a la dernjasrr. me...e...i ave e "ta d garsd.
alors tu le garsd faze sa. $ak garsd ave sa dam, me
sa dbse,...sa ejdze d dam. s ete la grdd vals. e i
w *ave la mazyrka. dn a ddse sa, s ete zoli sa. la maz... 
e la "vals...b valse bj2..„me le vals, s ete pa, kbm 
le vals ozUr'dzqi nd. sa 'sot ozUrdqi...me s ete, s k
dn aple de "vals. e dn ale o bal, d raste z k a d^z
z z zce:r, d y mats. d faze, de piknik. le d imb$ apremid i,
6
syr le $dn...dn ave yn...yn akorded, e yn myzik a bu$, 
ki zwe pur nu. s e tu s k dn ave.]
II D 
[le $dsd e le z 0 ]
[kd z ete patsit,...kd z ete patsit, 5 faze de
piknik. e dd le piknik 5 faze de dds rd. tu le...
s spt i garsd, e le pt it fi:j, tane la m s , e d Jdte. d
$dte,...me z e kdne pa 1 se:r, da la $dsd nd. me za se
v 2d $dte,...a...za mazyr d y rybd. e ...alor...le,...la 
garsd dzize, za mazyr dy rybd, e la dmwazel...rapdde,
kd,;jd da ja:rd? i dize, kat o'ard, sd 'jard, kelka fwa.
z ze... d d ize, pur ki? i d i, pur madmwazel d tel, d
ndme la nd, d la...la...la...la ptsit fi:j. e...d zwe
...d zwe avsk ce mu$wa:r. d sa mete tu ddz ce rd, e le
...le...kdt dn ete zcsn,...e le garsd pase, dn asrjaer da
not do, e sa zete la mu$wa:r par taer. alor, la u la
mu$wa: tdmbe, s ete la fi:j, ka le garsd dbrase. e...
d zwe osi, za tom ddz oe px̂ i. s et yn "ot $d$d sa.
za tdm ddz s pqi. kdmjd da pje? sd pje, U Qrwa pje...
alor, d damdde pu ki, la garsd nome la"fi:j, la fi:J.
la fi:<j, ki s ete, alor, il dbrase la fi:j.]
II E
[kdpser lapd e kdpser buki] 
d nu rakdte de kdt, kd dn ete pat i. d nu rakdte de 
kdt, me le kdt, s etet d "kdQgo, d "nsg, "kreol. e s
ry
ete pur ce lapS, e yn bet kdn aple buki. e sa faze, de 
rekol dsdm. e la lapS ete ply mal2 ka 1 ot. i damdde 
a s5 kamarad, si sa faze de...pom da taer, i damdde a sb 
kamarad, k e s ka ty v/z5? ty vjzS prd la rakol d 1 ser, u 
sa ki e dd la taer? e 1 ot rapbde, me za prdndre 5 1 aer. 
e la lapd ave "tu le pom da taer, e 1 ot ave tu lez erb. 
le 1ja...alor,1a ldnmS, i vane, i dzize a sd kamarad,... 
a...d va fser dez ariko:. i dzi k e s ka ty "vjzi dd lez 
ariko? e..*l...l ot, sd kamarad lpi rapdde, e, bjS, set 
fwa isi, za v^ pran dm ba. alor, buki ave...tu...le...
irasin, e la lapd ave tu le ariko. alor, ilz d fe de mid 
ce zur. e...la...la kdpser laps a damdde a la kdpser buki, 
ka... k e s k il "vule dd le mid, s il vule sa ki ete su 
d la tser, u pardasy. la buki a dzi, me wi a prezd tsy 
va pa ma prdn. za se s ka ze VjzS, za v;zS dn su. alor, il 
a y ka le rasin. e la lapd a y tu le mid. alor, tu le 
rakol, k iz d...k i faze, s ete kom sa. me...la...la 
laps sote avek la kwa, e lot ave rjd d y tu.]
II F 
[le $dsd e le z 0 ]
[e bjd, d $dte pur tu le ptsit fi:J sa mete d rd.
ge i o a yn, ki ete mdte syr yn $ez, u yn kes, e la pt it 
fi:j $dte. d z0 m a fe pUr vole, lese mwa m dn ale. e 
tu le pt it fi:J, foze kom yn dds rdn, e sa $dte. a... 
SfS, nu ta ta'ndt ptsit wazo. d ta ddnara, de bdbd, e 
de kddzi. sa s ete yn $d'sb sa.]
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[flik o flok]
[a...wi...e d Jdte yn $dsd, s ete, flik o floc,^ 
tsy a kase tb vesr. e tsy na bwara ply. e lez ot tsit 
fi:j rapbde, za kasre ply de vser, me za bware, dd la
o tkalot, da mb $apo. s et yn ot $d$a sa.]
II Or
[e...e...kdt d...e ...e ...kdt dn ete patsit, i j
Z vave d y mbn, ki kraje dd le zdbi. e...i j ave d ot, iz
ave peer. e i j ave dzy mbn, ki mete, ki ata$e de fisel,
syr loer galri, e syr yn barker, e i j ave kek Joz pu fer 
oe brqi. sa faze cl brqi, dd la fil. alor, kd iz ete, 
tu asiz dd la mezd, d zwe avek se 'fil la. sa mbn ave
peer. i dzize, k s ete, de zbbi.]
[fifole]
[la mbn. ..la mbn, i j ave dzy mbn ki ave pce:r. iz 
ete tre kapb. e...e...lez ot, ki save sa, iz ale su 
la lve avek yn lymjaer, za se pa si s ete oe bulaj, -'u k e s 
ka s ete. me iz ale, e sa faze yn lymjaer, ki pase su
la lve. e i J ave d zy mbn, ki ave si poer, sa sote pa la
nqi, "dzy tu. i faze tut espes da malis. la maid, me
1 ot, save pa mjjzS. alor,. . . a. „ .kdt lez amurjzS ale $e le
bel, 1 otra fwa, sa perse oe pUmkin, ce ziromd, sa mate
4-Onomatopeia. The sound of a bull whip's swishing, 
hunting light, worn on the head.
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yn bu$, djzJ zj^, e djzS 0ru pUr I0 ne. e iz ale syr lal,
. ..e iz ataje sa, syr la port da kUr, e iz ale sy la
lve, su...su...l ot kote d la lve* iz ale 1 ot kote d 
la lve, e iz ave yn fisel, e kdt le garsd sorte $e leer 
bel, e*..sa t ire la fisel. alor, la...la ziromd, 
ramqe, e le garsd ave peer. j an a la dd, iz ave peer,
sa damdde a le,...la ziromd la, me ki tsy e? ki tsy e?
e e si la ziromd ramqe, sa parte a kXJrlr, pars ka iz
Z vave peer d y ziromd. s e 'vre wi sa.]
[gri gri]
[i j ave dzy mdn ki krwaje dd le gri "gri lez ot
fwa. sertSn persdn, df2, sa save pa mjjtf. e, alor, lez
ot save k iz ave poer de gri gri,...de gri gri. sa prane 
de $av^, de tsi morso d fisel, de tsi morso d erb, e iz 
a mar tu sa, aek de tsi morso d kotd, e iz ale met sa, 
dn su lez ekalje d sa *mdn la. e iz ave telmd peer, sa 
mdn a vane malad. e kdt s e vany malad, i d zize k s ete
le gri gri k dn a mi syr jzL]
[spiritisms]
[i j ave d zy mdn ki faze parle le tab. pa zy$
eliz. i j  ave d zy mdn ki sote dd la rivjssr la nqi, ki
vane isi dd reserv, e iz ale dd le mezd, fs e r parle le 
tab. me s ete " 0  ki mete lcar zanu, dn su la tab, ki fe 
la tab ramqe. e pqi za se pa ki par’le md. la...la
tab parle pa, me e rapdde, kdt d damdde kak $oz. td da
fwa ka la tab frape, s ete pUr dzir wi u nd. me i j 
ave dzy mdn ki krwaje dd ’sa wi. me 09 zllr la "pret da
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...da 1 egliz s2 pjssr a sy "sa. alor, il a fe ce
ssrmo, e la iz 5 arete tu sa. e sa s e * vre sa. i
d ize k sa faze le "mor parle. s e le "mor, ki parle.
[lez avertismd]
[e i ave dzy mdn, ki krwaje dd lez avertismd "osi.
ki, si iz dtdde kek$oz, ka i a kakcsn dd la famij, ki
mu:re. e b<j2 ,- si...si z ete asiz, za vwaje kek Joz 
gruje, oe zllr i j ave yn dam, ki a dzi, k el a vy, yn 
sakup syr la tab, e k la tas, a ddse dd la sakup, dd
la sakup, dd la sosa. e el a perdy 2 ptsi garsd kek
zUr apre, e...e dzize, k s etets yn avertismd. e tsy
se, s ete pa 'vre sa.]
II H 
[le bulduz]
[kd z ete yn "tut patit fi:j* ma mdmd ave yn tdt, 
ki ave marje ce kam, "zd kdm. me il e "mart. e...sb 
mari raste seel:, e s e dzy mdn ki ave d "arzd. i j
ave 2 "ta d arzd. e...i j ave oe "pret isi, s ete 2
"peer badwal, me...il vuly "$ase la pret da la parwas, 
me il ete oe "bd pret, oe "bd, "bd pret. il ete Jaritab,
pUr tu la mdn. ilz d vuly la Jase d la parwas, dzy
me$d mdn. i ave, i ave, yn ban, s ete de bul"duz. e 
iz ekrive, a la peer badwal, pur le peer lese la parwas 
s2 zd batis:. e...e il a...il a zdm2 partsi. i dzi k 
il ore ts-qe, me il ore zam2 partsi. alor, oe zur, il 
d ete a oe mezd da kur, e iz d Qruve le "let ka la peer 
badwal ave. e iz d rakdny lekrityr da za "kam, la mari
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de le tdt q.0 ma mdmd. e, alor, il 5 arete, il 5
arete. la lwa e veny 1 arete. e kslke zur apre, avd
k© sb ka pare d kur, il a dzispary:. oe swar, il a
d ispary:. i reste "seel dd sa mszo. oe swar il a 
z .a ispary, ldnms matd, z e yn de ma tdt, ki a ete 1
zaple, dd sa mezd, il a pa repdd y. e iz d uveer la 
mezd, iz d Qruve, k i a y yn bdn, yn katsite de $ez, 
tut otor de sd fwaje. s ete dm ivser: • e i J ave de
sigaret, syr le pld$e, k iz ave fyme. me 1 om ete pa
la. mesJjzS kam ete pa la. e i 1 d zame Qruve. il a 
dzispary, iz d sypoze, ke il ave yn petsit...0 ...il 
ave ce skif a dsu d sa mezd, e la skif ete pa la, iz d 
sypoze k d 1 ave tsqe, e k d 1 ave zete, o fb dzy flce:v. 




[i j ave yn fami:j isi dd la parwas, z ave sez d. 
i j ave yn fami:j, k J ete tre pov...kd z ete z&n fi:j, 
z ave sez d, i j ave yn fami:j, butzwa, ki reste, syr 
1 abitasjb, got$o, a bel pwdt. e sd mari, i s etet ce 
burzwa, de emit rive. se 'mdn la, ave katr dfd. "rene, 
"edma, "ema, e "liljdn, e i ave oe nwar, ki reste, syr 
1 abitatasjd, ki te, ki te oen etrdze nwar, ki te nome
* tysd d onsdn. il e veny syr 1 abitasjo, de got$o. i 
travaje a bel pwdt pu le got$o. e mesj^ burzwa konese
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bjd 1 om, pars ka, i travaje, o drin mi Jin, o pre 
de bwa, ©ravaje, o drin mi$in. e i raste aek sa fa'miij 
la. e oe zur, pur la v e : j da madzi gra, la mardzi gra
2 2 3ete Iced i, me la d imd$, e, . .sa ’dam la, s5 pt i fraer, 
e oe a se ptsi kuzb, a ete pur parte la bu$ri, pur la
fa'mi:J la ba. e kdt i sbt arive la ba, la nwar, sa
dzon'san la, et arive syr a...oe "tralslkal, "tralslkal, 
e? s e kam s? il e vany, il a aple masjjrf buzwa, il a 
damade a masjjzS buzwa, ka si m s, ka si i vule ale dn avd, 
pars ka, la...le koldm se mi, ale le vwar. e masj^ 
buzwa e partsi. il a lese sa fami:j, il a partsi dn avd 
avek la nwar. me kdt la nwar et arive, et arive am 
sertSn aistds da la mezb, il a trqe masjjzJ buzwa. il a 
pri ©  kuto, k il ave dd sa po$, oe gro kuto. il a pike 
masj^ buzwa, dd sb ku. e il a tswe masj^ buzwa. il a 
pri masj^ buzwa, il a mi ddz oe fose, e il a kuvser aek 
dez erb. il e raturne dn erjaer, $e la fami:j, da st ' om
la. e kdt 5 vy k iz bt arive, iz b kdmbse a puse de kri,
pars ka, il ave dzy sd syr 'lqi sa nwar la. e il et 
arive dd la nezb, e le d^ ptsi garsb, ki ave pote set 
bu$ri la, i sa sd e$ape. iz d traverse la gro kanal, 
iz b naze. iz b traverse la kanal, e iz b pri da le bwa. 
e i sb vany sortsir, p̂ S tet mil ply o, ka la u iz 
'ete la. me la neg a pri la ply grd ptsi garsb, il a 
zete dd la fose, dd la kanal. il a kase la ku, de d$6 
ptsit fi:d, i lez a tspe. i lez a zete, dd la kanal. 
e il a returne, il a tsire, il a pri la fyzi, da st 'am
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la, e il a tsire la fam, da sb do. si a tbbe syr lez 
eskalje derjaer, me apre sa, il a kupe le ku de la fam, 
avsk ce kuto. il ave ke la po de s5 ku ki reste. s e vre,
pars ke, z e vy sa mwa 'mem sa. e 1 apre mi,...kb le
s zpt i garsb, sot arive 1 apre mid i, se...ki ave e$ape,
i so veny dzir, k b lez ave r,tt[e. alor, se * zur la, i
ave yn komosjb dd rezerv,...iz b ete a mbt eri, syr 1 ab,
...1 abitasjb de wagsspsek, pur vwar pur le nwar, pars
s zke le pt i garsb ave d i k le nwar ave oe $apo gri. iz
b pri e neg, syr 1 abitasjb de wagespaek. alor, iz b ete,
iz 5 pase, iz o pa py Qruve le nwar. iz 5 ete syr 1
abitasjb, bel pwet, il etet asiz syr oe,. . .oe step, o pre
Z  va yn barjser, me il et a zwe la gitar. alor, il o 
atrape. e il a scelmb, il ave ke dzi pjas, amare dd ce 
mu $ war bl^S. me il ave le dzi pjas syr l*qi. me il ave
deza ote sb lez, alor, iz 5 ete dd sa mezb, u li reste,
iz b Gruve ty sb ISz, ki ete pl^ d sa. iz b sy, k s 
ete rqi. alor, iz 5 pri le, le nwar. iz b amare dn 
erjsr dz yn vwatsyr. e i 1 b dQrene, dd le $mb, me s
ete d e ,...a la bu, e de 1 o . i 1 b dGr$ne, e i 1 b
amne, pa lwS de ma m e 1zb la. i sb veny le pdn, devd 
la propriete, de la mbmb d set persbn. e 1 b llntj la. 
j ave,...j ave, ze st[i syr, ply de Grwa mil persbn, ki 
ete la, kdt i 1 b amne. e mwa z e1te vwar sa. me ze,... 
me ze vule pa vwar pbn 1 om, mwa e ma soer, me b li[i b 
pbdzy. bn a vy, kdts i 1 b pbdzy. e i 1 b...iz b tsire, 
pbdb k iz et a le pdn, iz b tsire, me...mebi Undrld
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b U H t .  1 1 5  tsire. e iz 5 pri sa 'nwar la, i 1 5 
at ere,. .. a *. . an dsu, d la lve. o...no...5n erjasr da 
la lve. i 1 5 dtere. iz 5 fe oe 0ru. iz 5 dtere 
asiz. me la ptsi garsS ki 1 5 zate 5 1 o, il n e pa 
'mart n5. il ete ty patsi. il ave ka katr 5. il a 
tany lez erb, e il a m5te, dd la kanal, e kdt i vane 5n 
avd, il a rdkStre oen om ki ete a $aval, e i krwaje, k 
s ete la nwar, il a kdmdse a puse de kri, de kri. il 
ete tu, il ete hofman, telma il ave peer. me, alor, 1 
om la, a pri, e,...l om 1 a amne, $e l"qi, s a aple rane, 
la ptsi garsd. me la ptsi zcen om s e vany grd, i s e 
marje, il a y yn fami:J, me il e mor a prezd.]
Ill A
[za ve $dte ce. . «oe. • .£ morso d frdse. z dtd la 
tdbo ki ba.
z dtd la tdbo ki: ba: ki ba 
s e 1 amura ki m apela 
zrona fija tu tUr el: 
ki n a pa pase kez d 
me damwazel rdtre dd 1 rd 
fet la tur: da la kadds 
o: li o la, o: li o la 




[vwasi la kdt da "slndarsla. yn patsit fi:j, 
s ete, yn patsit fi:j, ke a ite tuzu:r "rapuse, par
la bel mser, e le "step slsta. yn fwa, il i ave, ce grd
bal. tu le sce:r, sa sd abije, bj§, pur ale, a la, a 
la sware. e el, el ete, tuzuir, mal abije. kdn yn 
"sandrijan, k 5 1 apel, el a, el a pa py ale. me, 
el ave yn:, mardn, ki e vany, e ki 1 a abije. e el
a e"te bjen abije, to ka peersdn sa$. el a ete, lo&r
T £7syrpra m, dd la sal, da das. la mardn kqi a d i,
i fo k si swa la ratUr, avd minqi:. el a raturne. 3
lt[i a d i kama il i ave yn zoli person, ki ete a la 
ads. e, el ete si zoli. e...a kurd, pur ale $ez el, 
el a perdzy, oe da se sulje. e la prds, a pri la sulje. 
e...e...e i dzi, ka si jzJ pjzS Qruve kakoe, pur met se 
sulje, k e 1 a le la marje. il a ete dd le plas, ki
ete dd set sware. e kdt iz ete "la, u e rest, avek
se seer, ki ete a la sware. e 1 a damade tu se soer, a 
vuly eseje la sulje? me, le sulje, n ale pa, a persdn.
el a damdde, k el esej la sulje. e le seer d d i, n5.
e dzi, o l$se 'mwa, s il vu pie, eseje. alor, le pres 
a d zi, o, wi, lese la. el ete abije, tu d define,pars 
ka, el na vule pa k 3 sa$, ka s etet el,„..ki ete, a 
la sware, osi bel ka sa. alor, kdt el a mi, la sulje,
el a marje la prSs. ]
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IV A
[z e kony eloiz dlkasan. el ave, tuzUr:, de
S 2 2t it istwar, a nu d Ir. yn fwa, yn fwa, el a d i a
serja siset, ka si a faze pa dtasjd, k yn va$ aleprdn
derjssr el. e l  ore kury, pur sa sove, me, serja ka
ri, e el a pa "kry sa, dj6 zUr apre, la va$ a pri der
jasr el. e se d)0 neg, ki 1 a sove, da la va$. el e
vany,,..el e vany dd la mezd. nuz a mi tu asi, otUr
dz yn tab...e nu dzi, ka la T,tab, ale sa lave dd 1
nil3)0 a la Jam. e, dn efe, el a fe, yn t it prijer,
e la "tab a ete su lve, da 1 , dzy pldje, yn bdn otcer.
e serja krwaje pa, dd*sa tu se. e, kdt eloiz vane,
serja vule et tuzUr la. 2 zUr, eloiz et a parle, et
a nu d zIr, sa ki 1 e arive, e serja s e mi rlr. el a
"ri d el. me, s e 1 a faje. e dzi, ty se "twa, 5, e
d zi, tsy v f i rlr, me, sel ki va rlr dernjser, s e sra
mwa. me, e dzi, les mwa ta d zIr, td zUr va vanlr, e
dzi, set ' va$ la, va prdn derjger twa syr "$am2 , e, e
d zi, si tsy so^pa la barjasr ase vit, z ta gardtsi, k i
6va ta prdn, to td. serja a ri. el a fe fan d eloiz, 
zor la. me, e s e fa$e 2 ta. ©rwa zUr apre, 1 afser 
arive. e s e d fi neg, ki 1 a sove. alor, "apre sa, a 
Jak fwa k eloiz vane, kd serja save, k aloiz te'la, 
e parte. e vule pa s rdkdGre, avek el. alor, el e
^Patois, you hear (tu entends)
^Patois, etait
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demade tazUr, e d zi, me a ser"ja? e d zi k5m5 sa 
serja vj2 "ply, kd ze vj2? ze dzi, pars k el a peer 
de te r5k3©re, ze dzi, pars ke, tsy vwa, k3 la va$ 
pri derj'ser el, el a y p sote la oar Jeer, pu se sove,
e, apre sa, e be, s e k3m si e krwaje, ta s ki eloiz
| T Z • s i*d re, t y se.]
V
[2 fi foie]
[2 fi foie, si 2 fi fole...vj2 apre twa, pa 
fe:r kek $oz, e si tsy me kek $oz, d5 2 tsi ©ra, ka 
mem s e e  egqij...tsy se, egqi? la > u tsy Pas &Zy 
fil, la? 2 fi foie va pa t fer arj2. me, si tsy a 
pa kek $sz, pu fi f o ’le la, pa pase, dd kek tsi ©ra 
la, pa zwe kom sa, i va prdn derjer twa, 2 fi foie, 
s e kom 2 bet, kek $az, ki 'vj2 la,...2 fi foie.]
VI A 
[la ba$ri]
[metn3,...ta le fami:j feze,...dn iver, i feze 
de, bajri...e, avek ...la...ba$ri, 5 feze,...on ave, 
d la vjan...o feze sa sale,...e ...3 feze,...dez adaj, 
e de sosis ba, bakbne, pa le d yre...e 3 feze d la 
zle, e de bad2 raz, e de bad2 bid. e $ak fami:j, d3ne 
yn par de bajri, a lcerz ami:, loer pard. e pt[i, kdt f i 
i fez3 loe:r bajri, sa dn2 dkor, yn par deba$ri. sa fe, 
la mon ave tazUr, la ba$ri fre. ta le fami:j, elve Qrwa
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u kat ko$3 par, par 5 ka i pure fsr, set bu$ri, ka
v z ^2 9vu d i avd. 5 faze...avek se ko$3 la, 3 faze r3n
la gres. e il a faly k 3 fe ase pUr nu d zyre tu 1 anS.
$ak fami:j ave pUr avwar ase pUr tu 1 anS.]
VI B 
[1 ekol]
C 3n ave yn ekol prive, 3. frdse. me, 1 an2 ka, 
mwa, z komSse 1 ekol, la metres d ekol, m a esGrpi, 
on 5ngle. z e parle pa dngle. z ete, a la pramje 
ekol pyblik, dd la parwas s2 zd batsis. le liv ete 
dzyr, pUr avwar. 3 v3de pa, de liv isi. il a faly, 
k5 va 3 vil, pUr a$te de liv. sa fe, 3 prane le liv, 
...on a$te le liv, sagon ms. 3n ave,...l ekol ete, 
dGz yn "vjej, "vjej mezo. la pld$e ete "pl2, "pl2 
da Gru. 3n ave py, d tdbe la dd. me, d faze "bjdn 
atdsJ3...e, 3n, yn,...yn le,...3n a y 1 ekol, dd set 
vjej m e 'z3 la, pUr kelkaz ans. e apre, 3n a batsi, yn 
grdn ekol py'blik s k 3n apele grd, dd sa 'td la, 
avek "set grdn $am. on ave yn tsit fi:j, ki e vany, 
a 1 e'kol la, e n ave pa ase d plas, pUr le bebe.
v gsa fe, el ete la,...el vule pa, $Gze 1 bat is. el a 
dzi, a la metres, za p^ pa li:r, ozUrdpi, me, damd, 
za pUre li:r...pUr raste dd set,...dd set grdn ba't is 
la, ka la u nu, nu dn ete. sa fe, la metres lpi a 
pa Gvwa^je, avek le bebe. e mwa ki vu dzi, el e vani, 
e puve li:r, mĵ 5 da "tu la klas. e s ete, sa "pramjcer
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ans, k el a kbmbse, d ekol,]
VI C
[le tretoe:z e le tretce:r]
[za konese, Gretos:z, e d/ Qretce:r. le
Gretcerz Grete, la Gretos:r Grete, pUr le "rezipel, 
e de "fulce:r, de r,poro, e de "pbje feb. o trete, 
avek de "fce:j, "siro vs:r, la "farin grale, k j ete
mi, syr la rezipel, e le fcs:j Jese, e sa geri, la
rezipel,..,z e vy se Gre'tceir la, pase kat erezipsl, 
avek se G r e f  mo la. z e vy se Gre1 tcer la, pase de 
poro. e z e vy, de fulysr, Grete kom 'sa, osi. za 
swi pa, su[ e : rstice: z , me, z e vy sa. la rUmat is, 
ere Grete, osi, avek yn pomad, da pom da te:r rape, 
avek la koUloIl, e kelka $oz cet, ki ete sakre, k a 
d zize pa, ki s ete. e sa laze, dzy bje. e z e vy, 
de nal ki geri pa, ki a ete geri, avek &n bga, ki e 
le avek,...a...la zerb pqijbt, e la gres de zwa, apre 
ka s ete kqi.]
VI D 
[la pje:r gerisb]
[cen a...oen Sdz2, ki a done a yn om.. .oen om yn
v gp<je:r, s ete a la vajri, ad la parwas, se zd bat is.
* se set pje:r la, s truve si bb, pUr et ire la pwazb.
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g
an ave... set pjs:r, ete mi, bn ave cen edjd, ki...
z Qa...ki...a mod y yyn fi:«j, syr sa lev, e il 5 poze la 
pje:r, e la pjs:r a pri syr sa lev, e la pje:r a reste 
la, pUr Grwaz ce:r. e kdt la pje:r tbbe, la pje:r ave 
tire, tu la pwazd,...e ... el e veny bjd. kdt le 
craze, morde le mqn, d me...dn ale a la va^ri, pUr met
la p<js:r, syr le, la mordzyr. e, la pje:r prene, e,
la pje.*r reste la, kslke td, djzSz ce:r, trwaz oe:r, zys 
ke la pjs:r, ave tu syse, tu la pwazd, kj ete la dd. 
e k an ave pa...set pje:r ete Qruve, par cen ddje, ddz 
cen estoma, de & $evrce:j did. e 1 Sdjd, a dond set 
'pje:r la, a cen om bla...e 1 om tone set pje:r, a sa 
nezd, e set pje:r, ete mi, syr ce mordzyr...e la pje;r 
prene sa, zys ke, il ave prene tu...ote tu la pwazd. 
apre ke la pje:r tdbe, d mete la pje:r, ddz yn ve:r 
...ddz oe ve:r de le. e la pje:r, s e netware. d 
puve se servi okor, avek la pje:r. e la pje:r e
V V ^tuzUr, dn egziztds, ozUrdqi. me, il e bjd pet i.
kdt dn ave kdmdse, avek la pjs.*r, la pje:r ete gro,
kdm ce sskdt su.
VI B 
[la sdt vjerz]
v  y  v[kd z ave Graz a, z ale $e ma tdt...z ale $e
^[yn arenje], a black widow spider. 
'I^ordu, bitten.
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ma tat, pUr me ku$e...e, not mez3, av3 ka ma mbma
e mort, la *u bn a ras'te la, s ete zys, yn mezb,
an ear jeer da la mez3, da ma tat. e kat za spi vane 
pUr. . . vane. . .vanir, pUr uvser la port da kUr, z e
zete mez jĵ , a ma mezb, e z e vy la, yn "zoli, "zoli
fi:j, abije a bljrf, avek ce grb rybo...abije a bib, 
...avek ce gra rybo bI>z5 a sa ta:j. si ave yn kuron,
ki tu[e pa sa tet, me kj ete tre brijbt. s ete kek
$oz, kj ete tro zoli...tre zoli. z e ragarde sa, pUr 
kek ta...e apre, z ete $e ma tat, z e ublije pUr sa.
e la...e la lanme, or, apre d zins, z e dzi a m3 papa,
k e s ka z ave vy. e i m a dzi, e s ka s ete kak cen
tsy ave k3ny? z e dzi, n3, s e kak cen, ka z ave z3me
vy. e z e apri, ply tar, ka s ete, la set vjserz. 
kat z e k3m3se a ale, a 1 egliz, z e vy la set vjserz, 
e z e d zi, sa s e la bel fi:j, la zoli fi:j, ka z e
vy, syr la twa da la mezb.]
VI F 
[1 bfb zezy aa prag]
[yn ot fwa, z ete ale 3kor, a ma tat, pUr ku$e, 
a la bryn. z e vy, Infant dzizas av prag...z e vy,
1 afb jezy aa prag. il ete abije, avek s3 tsi kapo 
ruz. il ete "aasu la twa. il ete "bjg zoli. il ave 
sa ku'ron lxji osi. me za save pa, ki "lpi, il ete.
3n ale a 1 egliz, me dn ave pa, sa * s2 la, -d5 not 
egliz. e...s ete kelkaz and, apre ka 3n a...ka kak
2 2
cen a done, se se, a not egliz. s ete 1 egliz se
pje:r. ez e dzi, e bj2, sa se, le ptsi ezy de prag,
ke z e vy, syr la mezo.]
VI G 
[le bersoe:z]
[kat z ave d ziz a, z dtdde le bsersoeiz, ki basrse, 
la nqi, kat z e regarde. 5n ave beersoe:z, da la 
Jam de ku$e. e kdt z e regarde, le burses:z arete, 
ilz ete tuzUr arete. m e ...o ...sa ete pUr ldta, pUr 
dez ans, le bsersoe:z bserse. tu le swar, sa me reveje, 
e ce sv;ar, z e vy le, ce bssr. . .yn baersoe: z bserse. 1 ot
vete arete. me tu le d^ bserse. cen ave arete. me, z
10 v e vy oe, kj etape bserse, e kdt z e mete de sulje, e
ksk $oz pUr bloke le bsersceiz, i puve pa bserse. e z
ave poer, de sa. . .me kdt z e vy la baersoez bserse, z e
dzi, s ete pa m3...z e emazine pa sa. s ete "sa. me




[ot le nwel, e le zUr de Id, pUr nuz ainyze, o 
veje, s k on apel, kristsin. le kristsin, pase mezd 
a mezo, ki le veje. e iz amS...ete maske. e iz ete,
"^Patois, [ete], was.
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S Z Zd kost ym, e iz amnS de kdd i, e i pase le kdd i d 
tTJr, e i faly, ki d dzi ki ez ete, e kdt dn e rekdnese, 
iz ote loer ma, mask,]
CHAPTER II
TRANSLATION OF THE TEXTS
I A 
A Hustache
"Oh, do you know what a little... what they 
told me the other day? They said, 'Kissing a man 
without a mustache is like eating an egg without 
salt.' Do you believe that? You,too? Well, they 
were telling the truth."
I B
The Wasp1s Waist 
"It's my old Grandfather Lasseigne who told me 
why the wasp has such a thin waist. Well, the wasp 
and the mosquito went hunting...fishing, and after a 
moment, the mosquito caught a fish. Well, the wasp 
said, 'Your fish is big.'
He (the mosquito) said, 'Yes, the last one is 
as big as my leg.'
The wasp laughed so hard, squeezing his waist, 






"There was a king who one day said to his chef, 
he said, 'Listen, tomorrow I am going to receive 
company, not ruffians, but dignitaries. And I want 
you to give us the best thing in the world for dinner,1
The individual listened a moment, then he said, 
'Lord, your orders will be obeyed.'
The king said to himself, 'What will he give us?' 
He thought no more about the meal. The guests arrived, 
were seated around the table, and before them was a 
beautiful tongue on a platter. Do you remember how we 
used to have such lovely tongues? Nobody has tongue 
anymore. It's all beef without tongues that are 
burchered. And the king looked at that, and the invited 
looked at that. It smelled good, you know, m-m-m- 
good cooking! And they thought about it, and they 
thought, 'But what has he given us for the best thing 
in the world?' They cleaned the platter, it was such 
a good meal.
Another week later, another group was to arrive 
for dinner. The king called his cook again, and he 
said, 'Listen, the other day I asked you for the best
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thing in the world. You gave it to me. Tomorrow, I !m 
going to have company. I want to give them the worst 
thing in the world.'
The chef wasn't disturbed. He replied, 'Lord, 
your orders will be obeyed.'
The king said to himself, 'I wonder what he will 
give us. The other day it was tongue. What will he 
give us tomorrow?'
Finally, the time came. Another beautiful 
uonguel It's as if I can see that tongue. A big tongue 
hung like we used to hang them, you know, with garlic 
in little slits in the tongue. Well, when the invited 
guests arrived, they dined on the tongue. After they 
had gone, he went to his cook's room. He said, 'You 
know, you did me an evil turn.'
And the chef replied, 'And how, Lord?'
He said, 'The other day I had guests. I asked 
for the be si: thing in the world. You gave me a tongue. '
Well, didn't the guests devour it?'
The king answered, 'Yes, they liked it. But it 
v/as supposed to be the best thing. But it wasn't 
soiierhing like that that I wanted. I wanted something 
more elegant. Why did you do that to me? That was a 
diroy trick you played on m e . '
'Ho, Lord, that wasn't an evil trick. That was 
a good turn. The tongue, the tongue is the best 
thing in the world, and at the same time, the worst.'
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He said, 'Lord, it's all in the way you use it,' 
That’s true, isn't it? Go always criticizing 
everyone with this and that, that's a had tongue. 
Rarely does a gossip tell the truth. But she will 
always talk about evil tongues."
II A
The Dance
"When we grew up, there were four big girls.
And we went to dances, and the dances weren't far from 
home. We wore pretty dresses because my mother was a 
dressmaker. And we went to dances, and we were chaper­
oned by our mother and father. And we went to dances 
and we danced with all of the boys . We danced with all 
of the boys. We danced with all of the boys who were 
in the ballroom, but we didn't go to dances with boys.
There was a white band, the St. Pierres, who 
provided the music, a string band, nice music.
We went to dances and danced all night, but we 
vent only on Saturday nights. And the rest of the week 
we had to stay at home, working, sewing, always occupied. 
We didn't run the road. We were always at home at 
sunset. If we went to sit on the levee on a bench, before 
it got dark, we were all inside.
If we had a sweetheart, he walked home from the 
dance with us, but the boys didn't hold us by the arm.
They walked. Sometimes young men came to walk with us,
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but they didn't even hold us by the arm."
II B 
Courtship
"There were five sisters in the house, and 
there was only one place to receive sweethearts, and 
we were all seated in the house in the same room. But 
there was no courting, because we were shy.
Then, when the boys went home, we weren't even 
allowed to go out on the porch to...we had to remain 
at the door. Veil, we had boy friends...there were 
young men who were our sweethearts two years before 
marrying. But we weren't engaged. But when we went 
to dances, we danced with all of the boys, not only 
with the sweethearts. Even if we had a sweetheart, 
we danced with all the boys."
II C 
Formal Balls 
"When I was young, just a little girl, we went 
to watch the balls. And I had a sister who danced, 
and she was the best dancer in the family. And they 
danced, when I was young:
The Military Polka
It was a beautiful dance, but she was the only 
sister who danced it.
Square Dance
And they danced a square dance, the Lancier; it
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was like a chain, exchanging cavaliers and ladies.
'The Quadrille
And there was another. It was a quadrille, we 
called it. But, the dancers jumped when they danced 
the quadrille. They lined up and ran.
The Variety Dance
The variety dance was a square dance and the young 
man let his lady go, and he danced with all the other 
young ladies in turn.
The Grand Waltz
And there was a dance called the 'Grand Waltz.'
It was a chain. All the young ladies held hands, and 
the hoys were in the center of the ring, and the hoys 
danced with each in turn until he reached the last lady. 
And there were lots of hoys. All of the hoys danced 
thai: dance. Bach hoy had his lady, hut they exchanged 
partners. That was the 'Grand Waltz.'
The Mazurka
And there was the 'Mazurka.' They danced that. 
That was beautiful.
The Waltz
And the waltz...they waltzed well. But the waltz 
wasn't like the waltzes today. They jump today. And 
that was the waltz.
And we went to the halls, and we remained until 
two o'clock in the morning, 
picnic Dances
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And we went on picnics. Sunday afternoon on 
the river banks, there were one accordion and one mouth- 
organ to play for us. That's all we had.1’
II D 
Songs and Games 
I measure the ribbon
"When I was little, we went on picnics, and at 
the picnics we had round dances. All the little boys 
and girls held hands and sang. We sang, but I don't 
know the air of the song, but I know that we sang, 'I 
measure the ribbon.'
So, the boy said, 'I measure the ribbon.'
The young lady responded, 'How many yards?'
He said, 'Hour yards, five yards,' sometimes.
She said, 'Hor whom?'
He answered, '?or Kiss Thus and So,' naming the 
name of the little girl.
He played with a handkerchief. We formed a 
circle when we w e r e young, and the boys passed behind 
us, dropping the handkerchief. Wherever the handkerchief 
fell, that was the little girl whom the boy kissed."
I fall in the well
"And we played also, 'I fall in the well.' This 
is another song.
I fall in a well 
Chorus: How many feet?
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Five feet, or three feet 
Chorus: For whom?
Miss,.. And then he kissed the girl.1*
II E
B r 1er Rabbit and B r 1er Fox 
"We were told stories when we were little. We 
were told stories, but the stories were told in Congo, 
in Regro French, in Creole. And they were about a 
rabbit and an animal that they called Bouki. And they 
made harvests together. And the rabbit was more shrewd 
than the other. He asked his camrade, if they were 
harvesting potatoes, he asked his camrade, 'Which do 
you want; do you want the harvest on the top or that 
under the earth?'
And the other replied, 'Well, I'll take the top.' 
And the rabbit had all the potatoes, and the other had 
all the weeds. Well, the next day came; he said to his 
friend, 'We're going to harvest beans.' He said, 'What 
do you want of the beans?'
The other, his friend, answered him, Bouki 
answered him this time, 'I want to take the bottom.'
So, Bouki had all of the roots and the rabbit had all 
of the beans. Then, one day they harvested melons, and 
B r ’er Rabbit asked B r ’er Fox what he wanted of the 
melon harvest. Did he want that which was above the 
earth, or that which was below the earth.
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The fox said, ’Oh, yes, this time you aren't 
going to fool me. I know what I want. I want the part 
underneath.* So, he had only the roots, and the rabbit 
had all the melons. So, all of the harvests that they 
made were like that. The rabbit always got the best 
part of the harvest, while the other got nothing at all.”
II F
More Songs and Games 
The Song of the little bird
"Well, they sang for all the little girls to 
form a circle, with one mounted on a chair or a box, 
and the little girl sang, 'God made me to fly; let me 
go. '
And all the little girls made a round dance 
while singing, 'But we hold you, little bird. We will 
give you bon-bons and candies.'
That was a song.
Flic au Floe1
'Crack, swish! You have broken your glass 
And you'll not drink from it anymore!'
Chorus:'I won't break anymore glasses,
But I'll drink from the crown of my hat!' ”





"When we were young, there were people who 
believed in witches. And there were others who were 
afraid. And there were those who tied hits of string 
on their porches (the frightened one's porches) and 
on a fence; and they had something to make a noise 
with the string. Then, when everyone was sitting down 
inside the house, they played on this string. The 
people inside were so frightened of the noise, they 
said it was mace by witches.
Pais-foli
And there were people who were afraid. They 
were such cowards. And the others who knew that went
on the levee with a light. I don't know if it was a
2'bull-eye' or what it was, but they went and made a 
light pass over the levee. And there were some people 
who were so afraid that they didn't go out at night 
at all.
They played all kinds of pranks, the sly ones, 
but the others didn'~; know any better.
Veil, when the sweethearts went calling on their 
girls in times past, they (the pranksters) pierced a
2A hunting light, worn on the head and similar 
to a miner's lamp. Its use is illegal, but still 
rather widespread. It is used to blind deer, rabbits, 
and other game at night. Game laws forbidding its use 
came into existence because the "bull-eye" is not con­
sidered sporting equipment for hunting.
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pumpkin, with a mouth, two holes for the eyes, and one 
for the nose, and they attached that to the gate.
Then they went on the other side of the levee, and 
they had a string; and when the young man came from 
his sweetheart's home, the string was pulled, causing 
the pumpkin to move. The hoys were frightened. They 
used to ask the pumpkin sometimes, 'But who are you?
But who are you?' And if the pumpkin moved, they left 
running because they were afraid of the pumpkin.
That's true.
G-ris-gris
There were people who believed in curses being 
put on people by witches, certain people, that is, who 
didn't know any better. So, the others who knew who 
was afraid of gris-gris, they took hair, pieces of string, 
pieces of grass, and they tied all that with little 
pieces of cotton, and they put that under the steps of 
ohose people. They were so afraid, those people 
became ill. And when they got sick, they said that it 
was a result of the gris-gris that had been put on them. 
Spiritualists
There were people who made tables talk, not only 
Heloise? They were people who came from New Orleans 
to Reserve and entered homes to make tables talk. But 
it is they who put their knees under the tables to make
^See p. hi
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them move, hut I don't know what made the table talk.
The table didn't talk; it only answered when it was 
asked something. So many times that the table rapped 
meant 'yes* or 'n o . ' But there were people who 
believed in that. One day the priest of St. Peter's 
Church learned about that. Then, he made a sermon, 
and so they stopped all that. But that's true. They 
said that they made the dead speak. It was the dead 
that spoke.
Premonitions
There were people who believed in premonitions 
of misfortune. And if they heard something (a noise), 
that someone in the family would die. If I were seated 
and I saw something move...One day there was a lady who 
said that she saw a saucer on her table, and the cup 
danced in the saucer. And several days later her little 
son died, and she said it was a premonition. But, you 
know, that wasn't true."
II H 
The Terrorists 
"When I was just a little girl, my mother's aunt 
married a Cambre, Jean Cambre. Her aunt died. They 
w e r e people who had a lot of money. There was a priest 
here, Father Badoil. There were some who wanted to 
chase him out of the parish, but he was a good priest, 
a good, good priest. He was charitable to everyone.
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Some wanted to chase him out of the parish, those had
people. There was a hand of terrorists called Boule- 
4couze. They wrote the priest letters telling hi m to
leave the parish, St. John the Baptist Parish. He
didn’t leave. He said they could kill him, hut he'd
never leave. So. Cne day they went to the courthouse,
and they found the letters that father Badoil had.
They recognized Jean Camhre's handwriting, the husband
of my mother’s aunt. So, the letters stopped. They
were stopped hy the law. Several days after, before
his case came up in court, he disappeared. Cne night
he disappeared. He lived alone in his house. One night
hedisappeared; one of my aunts went to his house to.
call him, hut he didn't answer. They opened the house
and they found a large number of chairs all around his
fireplace. It was winter. And there were cigarettes
that they had smoked all over the floor, hut Nr. Camhre
wasn't there. And he was never found. He disappeared.
It was surmised...He had a skiff under his house, hut
the skiff wasn't there. It was surmised that the ter-
orists had killed him and thrown him down to the bottom
of the river. But his skiff was never found. And it
4was the Bouledouze that did it."
4 This informant could give no further information 
about this word since she was repeating to the best of 
her recollection what she had heard in her childhood. The 
traditional Prench orthogrophy here used most nearly rep­
resents the spoken word.
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II I
"When I was sixteen, there was a Bourgeois
family which lived on the Godchaux plantation at Belle
F o m t e  and the husband was a Bourgeois from Amite River.
There were four children in the family. Rene, Edma,
Emma, and Lillian. There was a black who lived on this
plantation who was a strange black, named Ed Johnson.
He worked in Belle Pointe for the Godchaux*. Mr.
Bourgeois knew him well because he worked at the drain
machine and in the woods, and one day, on the vigil of
Kardi-Gras;^ Mardi-Gras was on M o n d a y , ^ tut on Sunday,
the lady's brother and a cousin came to bring a share
of the butchering to the family. And when they arrived
there, the black arrived also, on a tricycle,^ and he
7asked Mr. Bourgeois to go to the front r because he was 
wanted. So Mr. Bourgeois left his family and went with
the black. But when they had gone some distance from the
house, he killee Mr. Bourgeois with a knife he took from 
his pocket. He stuck him in the neck, threw him in a
ditch and covered him with grass. He returned to the
family which began to scream when he came in sight 
because he was covered wihh blood. When the Negro en-
>The vigil of Mardi-Gras is on Monday. The affair 
d i d  occur on Sunday, however.
^Bicycle.
7Near the river, where the offices were located.
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tered the house, the two little hoys who had brought 
the butchering escaped into the big canal and swam across 
the canal and took to the woods, coming out above where 
they had entered, about two miles. The Negro took the
Qbiggest of the two little boys and threw him in the 
ditch, in the canal. He broke the necks of the two little 
girls. He killed them and threw them in the canal. He 
went back into the house, took her husband's gun and shot 
her in the back. She fell down the steps. Then he cut 
her neck with a knife until only the skin of her neck 
was left. That's true, because I saw that myself. When
Qthe two little boys'reached safety, they spread the news. 
That day there was a commotion in Reserve. When the posse 
found the Negro, he was playing a guitar on a stile near 
a fence. He had ten dollars tied up in a blue handkerchief, 
and that belonged to the man who was killed. He had al­
ready changed his clothes, but in his- house were found 
the bloody clothing, evidence of his guilt.
So they took the Negro. They tied him behind a 
vehicle. And they dragged him in the road, but it was 
mud and water. They dragged him, and they brought him 
not far from my house. And they came to hang him in front 
of the property of the mother of this person. And they 
lynched him. There were, I am sure, more than three
8 *Rene Bourgeois.
9'The little brother and cousin of Nrs. Bourgeois.
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thousand people who were there when they brought him.
And I went to see that, but I didn't want to see the 
man hanged,my sister and I, but they hanged him. We 
saw when they hanged him. And they shot him, while 
they were hanging him, they shot him maybe a hundred 
bullets. They shot him. They took this black, they 
buried him behind the levee. They buried him, they
made a hole, they buried him in a sitting position.
But the little boy he threw in the water didn't 
die. He was very small. He was only four years old.
He held onto the grass, and he climbed in the canal.
And when he came to the front"^he met a man on horse­
back , and he thought it was the black. He began to
scream and scream, he was so terrified. But, then, this
man took him; this man took him to his house. He was 
called Bene, the little boy. But the little boy grew 
up, married, and had a family; but he is dead now."
Ill A
Song: I Hear the Drums That Beat
"I am going to sing a piece in Drench: 'I Hear 
the Drums That Beat.’
I hear the drums that beat, that beat; 
It is love that calls me.
Young girls all around
10 See note 7, p. 37*
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Who have not passed fifteen years! 
hy young lady, enter the circle; 
hake the circle of the cadence.
0, 1 i, 0, la; 0 li, 0, la;
Kiss whoever pleases you!"
Ill B
Cinderella
"This is the story of Cinderella. A little girl... 
dr was a little girl who was always...she was always ig­
nored hy her srep-mother and her step-sisters. Once there 
was a great hall. All the sisters dressed themselves 
well to go to the hall. And she was always poorly dressed, 
like a chimney-sweep, as she was called. She couldn't 
go. But she had a godmother who came and dressed her.
And she was so well dressed that no one could recognize 
her. She went there and surprised them all in the "ball­
room. Her godmother told her that she must return home 
before midnight. She returned, and when her sisters re­
turned also, they told about how there was a beautiful 
person who was at the hall. And she was so beautiful!
And while running to return home, she lost one of her 
shoes. And the prince took the shoe and said that if he 
could fine someone to wear that shoe, he would marry her.
Be west everywhere there were people who had come to his 
ball, and when he arrived where she lived with her sisters 
-who had been to the ball, he asked the sisters if they
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wished to try on the shoe. But the shoe didn’t fit any­
one. She asked to try on the shoe. And the sisters said, 
'No. •
She said, 'Oh, please let me try it on.'
So the prince said, 'Oh, yes. Let her.'
She was dressed in rags because she didn't want 
anyone to know that it was she who was at the ball as 
beautiful as all that.
When she put on the shoe, she married the prince."
IV A
"I knew Heloise Dickerson. She always had little 
stories to tell us. Once she said to Celia Cicet that 
if she weren't careful, that a cow would take after her, 
and she would have to run to save herself. But Celia 
only laughed, and she didn't believe all that. Two or 
three days after, the cow took after Celia,and it is two 
Negroes that saved her from the cow.
She (Neloise) came into the house and we all sat 
around a table. She told about the table, that it would 
raise itself in the middle of the room. And, in fact, 
she made a little prayer in French, and the table raised 
itself a good height from the floor. But she didn't 
believe in that, you understand. And when Heloise came, 
Celia was always there. One day, Heloise was talking, 
telling about things that were going to happen and Celia 
began to laugh. She laughed. That made her (Heloise)
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angry. She said, ’You know, you, eh,' she said, 'You 
are laughing, hut the one who is going to laugh last will 
be me.' But, she said, 'Let me tell you,' she said, 'Your 
day is coming.' She said, 'That cow is going to take 
after you in the road, and if you don't jump the fence 
fast enough, I guarantee it will catch you, you hear!'
Celia laughed. She made fun of Heloise that day, 
but she (Heloise) was very angry. Three days after, the 
thing happened. And it's two Negroes that saved her.
So, after that, whenever Heloise came, when Celia 
knew that Heloise was there, she left. She didn't want 
to meet Heloise. And she (Heloise) always said, 'But 
where is Celia? Why doesn't Celia come anymore when I'm 
here?'
I said, 'Because she is afraid to meet you.' You 
know, v:hen the cow took after her, she had to jump that 
fence to save herself. And after that, it seemed that she 
believed what Heloise said."
V A
"A f if ole^ i f  a f if ole comes after you to do some­
thing, and if you put something in a little hole even if 
iu's a needle, you know, a needle which you pass a thread 
through, a fifole won't do you anything. But if you haven't 
anything to pass in and out of a little hole like that,
11 Actually, fais-foli, make foolishness.
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it will take after you. A fifole is like a "beast, some­
thing that comes, a fifole."
VI A 
The Butchering
"Now all of the families in winter held a but­
chering. Prom this butchering we had meat. We salted 
it, and we made andouille and sausage to smoke to pre­
serve it, and we made hog's head cheese, white sausage 
and red sausage, and every family gave a share of the 
butchering to relatives and friends who assisted; and 
when they, in turn, held their butcherings, they divided 
the butchering, also. That way, everyone always had 
fresh meat. All of the families raised three or four 
hogs each year so that they could make this butchering 
that I talked about before. With these hogs, we ren­
dered lard, and we had to make enough to last all year."
VI B 
School Bays
"We had a private school in French, but the year 
I began school, the teacher taught me in English. I 
didn't speak English. I attended the first public school 
in St. John the Baptist Parish.
Books were hard to get. They weren't sold here.
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he had to go to town to get them. So we had to buy 
second hand books. School was held in an old, old 
house. The floor was so full of holes, we could easily 
have fallen through, but we were very careful. And we 
had school in this old house for several years, and after 
that we built a big public school, what we called big in 
that time, with several large rooms.
There was a little girl who came to this school. 
There wasn't enough room in the big building for the 
babies. So she was there. She didn't want to change 
building. She said to the teacher, 'I can't read today, 
but tomorrow I'll be able to read,' so that she could 
remain in the big building where we were. And so the 
ueacher didn't send her with the babies, and I tell you, 
the next day, she came, and she could read the best in 
the v/hole class. And that was her first year of school."
VI C
The Healers
"I knew two female and two male healers. They 
treated erysipelas, strained ligaments, warts, moles, 
and weak wrists. They treated with leaves, green syrup, 
ground and browned flour, which were put on the erysipelas, 
and the leaves dried, and that cured it. I saw these 
healers cure warts. And I saw strained ligaments treated
^TTew Orleans.
this way also. I am not superstitious, hut I saw 
that. Rheumatism was treated also, with an ointment 
of grated potatoes with coal oil and another secret 
ingredient which was never revealed, and this did 
some good.
I saw sores which wouldn’t heal cured after the 
application of a salve of ’stink weeds' and goose 
grease after this was cooked."
VI D
The Healing Stone
"A white man in Vacherie (that part of Vacherie
which is in St. John the Baptist Parish) was given a
healing stone by an Indian. The Indian found this
stone in the belly of a white deer. This stone, when
placed on an abrasion or a cut or bite, sucked out the
poison and then fell off. It was then placed in a
glass of milk which purified it so that it could be
used again. I know a young lady who made use of the
stone after she was bitten by a black widow spider.
The stone remained attached to her lip for three hours
before it fell off. The stone was primarily used to 
IStreat mad-dog ^bites. People who needed it traveled 
to Vacherie to use it. It still exists. It was once 
the size of a fifty-cent piece. It is much smaller now.




"When I was three years old, on my way to my 
aunt’s house to sleep, at twilight, alter my mother 
died, as I was going to open the yard gate, I looked 
hack at our home which was directly behind my aunt's, 
and I saw there on the roof the most beautiful girl I 
had ever seen. She was dressed in white and with a 
bine sash at her waist, and she wore a brilliant crown 
which didn't touch her head. The next day at dinner I 
asked my father about this girl. lie asked me if she 
was someone I knew. But I told him that it wasn’t. 
Later, when I began uo go to church, I recognized the 




”Another time, when I was on my way to my aunt's 
to sleep, again at twilight, I saw the Infant Jesus of 
Prague under the roof of the house. He was dressed in 
his little red coat, and he, also, wore a crown. We 
went to church at this time, but we didn't have an Infant 
Jesus of Prague in our church. It was many years later 
that someone gave the Infant Jesus to the church. It 
was only then that I knew whom I had seen."
4-7
VI G 
The locking Chairs 
"When I was ten years old, I used to hear the 
rockers in our bedroom rock. They rocked every night 
for years. Whenever I looked at them, they stopped 
rocking; but one night I saw one of them rocking. 
Whenever I blocked the rockers with a shoe or some­
thing, they didn't rock. It wasn't my imagination. 
They rocked."
VI H
The Twelve Days of Christmas
"Between Christmas and New Year's we used to have
the Vigil of the Christians. People, masked, traveled
about during the dark evening hours, and wherever they
saw a light, they stopped. If you could guess who they
were, they removed their masks and passed out candies 
,,14-to everyone."
1 h~ This informant explained later about an elab­
orate masquerade in which she was the chief performer, 
a masked and shrouded corpse in a coffin carried about 
by other masquers. Their masquerade was a howling 
success as they succeeded in frightening many people 
before they were recognized, unmasked, and made to pay 




The vowels of this dialect are [i,I; e; s,as; 
a >Q *> y» u,U; 0 ,0]. The nasal vowels are [a,5,
e] .
[i, I]
In a free or checked syllable, the sound is 
generally [i], as in dit [di], aussi [osi], qui [ki], 
rire [fir], fille [fi:j], il [il], arrive [ariv].
In either a free or a checked syllable [I] is 
likely to occur sporadically. In the speech of one 
infornant one can hear either [must ik] or [must Ik] 
for ncustioue, [kqizin] or [kqizln] for cuisine,
[nidi] or [nidi] for nidi; in another's speech [I] 
alternates with [i] in rire [rir, rlr]; in still 
another informant's speech the sound is always [i].
There does not seem to be any specific pattern of 
distribution for the variant sound [I] except in 
cases of English words used by the informants: rickerson 




The occurrence of Cl], although relatively in­
frequent, indicates the influence of the English lan­
guage on the dialect of the informants.
One word, transcribed [syrpralm], illustrates 
the extent of the English influence on the dialect 
of one informant, causing her to produce the diphthong 
[al] wnich normally occurs in English, but not in 
French.
Ce]
In open syllables [e] occurs, as in ete [ete], 
avait Cave], fait [fe], sais [se], embrassez [dbrase], 
raison [rezb], presse [prese]; and also in closed 
syllables, as in reste [reste].
[e ,ae]
[e] occurs in closed syllables, as in sel [sel], 
guepe Cgep], pgche CpsJ], soleil [solej], avec [avsk], 
meme [mem], herbe [erb], appelle [apel].
It is also found in open syllable final; tr&s 
Ctre], and mais [me],
[ae] occurs before [r] final, as in grand-p&re 
CgrQpser] , lumi&re [lymjaer], militaire [militser] „
[ae] occurs in the initial syllable of arri&re 
[aer jaer] , probably by analogy with derri&re [daerjaer], 
in which it occurs in the initial open syllable *
In rapid, informal speech, the informants seemed 
to favor [ae] before [r] in any syllable.
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[a,a]
[a] is used in open syllables, as in croit 
Ckrwa], la [la], sa Csa], voici [vwasi].
[a] is used in closed syllables, as in 
moustache [musta$], Badoil [badwal], bal [bal], salle 
[sal], mal [mal].
[q ] is used in open syllables, as in pourquoi 
[pukwa], poisson [pwasb], vois [vwa], roi [rwa], noir 
[nwa ].
The informants differ in their preference when 
there is a choice of [a] or [a] final, and [a] or [a] 
in a final syllable closed by [r]. Some informants 
choose [a] in most syllables, sometimes, however, al­
ternating their choice in the same word. All of the 
informants alternate the sounds. Some of them show a 
preference for the fronted sound, and some show a pre­
ference for the back vowel. There appears to be no 
phonemic significance in the choice of [a] or [a].
Vords like bras are either [bra] or [bra]; toi 
is alternately [twa] or [twa]. The back sound is used 
in the future tense verb form boira [bwara], but in 
the future tense form boirez [bware], the fronted 
sound is preferred.
[u,U]
The high back rounded vowel occurs in both open 
and closed syllables: nous [nu], tous [tu], tou,jours
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[tuzur], coursait^Ckuse], jour [zur], ecoute [ekut].
CU] alternates sporadically with [u] in such 
words as aujourd'hui [ozUrdqi], pourquoi [pUkwa], jour 
[zUr], pour [pUr], and in Snglish words requiring the 
high rounded back vowel, as in cook [kUk].
[0 ,0]
In an open final syllable /o/ is usually Co], 
as in vos [vo]. beau [bo], morceau [morso], chapeau 
C $apo] .
/an/ usually produces [o] as in aussi [osi], 
autour [otur], au Co]; but in autre it is [otra] or 
[ot] .
/o/ before /z/ is usually Co], as in chose [$oz]. 
/o/ in checked final syllables not followed by 
/z/ is [0], as in horame [om], recolte [rekol], robe 
[rob].
/o/ in unstressed positions not followed by /z/
2  r*is [o], as in modiste [mod is], moment [momS].
Remarks:
One of the informants shows a preference for [o]
in checked final syllables: ecole [ekol], autre [ot],
2notre [not], but not in chose, which is [$oz].
In open syllables her preference is [o], as in 
estomac [estoma], donne [don2] , and before [z] as in




The other informants use [o] before [z] in pose 
Cpoze], causer [koze], in open syllables, and also in 
open syllables not followed by [z], as in estomac 
[estoma]; in aurait [ore]; but use [o] in autre [otra, 
ot]; ecole [ekol]; donne [done].
[y]
The sound is [y] wherever the spelling is /u/, 
except when /u/ is followed by /i/: cru [kry], plus 
[ply], foulure [fulyre]; but /u/plus/i/ in cuisine 
becomes [kqizin].
[jtf,ce]
In a free syllable generally the sound is [^] 
as in vieux [vjjtf] , amoureux [amur;zJ] , milieu [miljjzS].
In a checked syllable the sound is generally [ce] 
when the checking consonant is not [z], as in seigneur 
[sen jeer], meilleur [me jeer] , soeur [ sce:r] , heure [oe:r].
3efore [z] the sound is usually [ce], but In­
formant I uses [jrf] before [z], as in bavardeuse 
[bavardjtfz]; the others tend to use the open sound, as 
in danseuse [dansoez] „
Unstable [a]
Unstable [a] in this dialect is pronounced where- 
ever speakers of Standard French normally pronounce it 
in rapid speech. It is not pronounced in those envi­
ronments where native speakers of Standard French do
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not usually pronounce it in normal, rapid speech.
[5,5]
Before beginning specific notations on the nasal 
vowels, it seems necessary to mention several points 
about the production of nasals in this dialect. There 
is a tendency in this speech to produce all sounds 
with recognizable accuracy, but without the tenseness 
of prescriptive phonetic pedagogy. While distinction 
is made between similar sounds, as in the pairs [5,5], 
[ce,e], these nasals are used interchangeably (within 
the range of the pairs) by the informants in the same 
words. There appears to be no way of determining if 
there is a real pattern of distribution for these 
changes because the informants sometimes use the same 
word in two consecutive utterances, using each time a 
different nasal souna. Here are some examples of these 
contrasts in the production of [5] ana[5]: en [b] or 
[5], dans [d5] or [do], maison [mezb] or [mez5], 
dansez [dase] or [d3se]. This list is cited to show 
that the confusion does exist; however, it is not to 
be concluded then that the entire dialect is a confusion 
of phones. In general, the pattern of usage of nasals 
follows Standard French usage, except where variants 
are cited. Enumeration of the examples below of words 
used in this dialect shows the correspondence to usage 
of nasal vowels in Standard French: 














Jean [zfl] cochon [ko$3]
In a few cases, nasals were produced arbitrarily 
by one or another informant: donne [d3n£], commence
[kSmbse], connaissais [kbnese]. It is interesting to 
note that each informant shows a preference for either 
more or less tenseness in the production of these two 
nasals. They do not all indulge in the arbitrary pro­
duction of nasal vowels.
Vhen /un/ is final or before a consonant, the 
sound used is [ce], as in un [as], and lundi [lcedi].
An example of the interchange of [ce] and [5] is 
un, which is usually [ce], but sometimes [5].
[s] occurs as follows: /in/ final or before a 
consonant, as in invite [Svite], fin [fS], linge [lSz];
/ain/ final or before a consonant, as in demain [demS], 
saint [se]; /ein/ final, as in plein[p!5]; /ien/ endings 
and /ien/ forms of venir, as in souviens [suvjs], bien 
[bjS], viens [vj2]; /oin/ final, as in loin [lws]. 
Remarks:
Listed below are a few examples of the generation 
of nasal v o w e l s :
[oe, £]
1 . /em/ before a vowel: m@me [m2m]
2. /ain/ before a vowel: certaine [sertSn]
3 . after /nn/ followed by [e]: ann.ee an§], 
donne [d5ne].
Semi-vowels
The semi-vowels are Cj,n,w]. Their use exactly 
parallels that of Standard French.
Consonants . , \ - -
There are several notable differences in the con­
sonants of this dialect as compared with Standard French 
therefore discussion of consonants will be limited to 
these differences. Below is a list of these sounds and 
a description of each:
Nasal: Cq ], lingua-velar (English), voiced
Laterals: Cl], lingua-velar (English), voiced
[lj], (mouille) lingua-palatal, 
voiced
Trill: [r], apico-alveolar (sometimes
dental), voiced 
Fricative: [©], apico-dental, voiceless
Affricates: [ts] , lingua-dental, voiceless
[dz] , lingua-dental, voiced
Cq ]
The velar nasal of English [g] sometimes occurs 
before /g/, as in langue [laq].^ In one informant's 
speech, the palatal nasal [ji] becomes [nj] in seigneur 
[senjeer] .
2
[15q ] was not included in the list on Pp. 55 >5^ 
because the environment is not Standard French.
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Ci,id]
Lingua-velar Cl], or "dark Cl]" of English some­
times appears in final position, as in bal Cbal]. It 
is not indicated in the transcription of the texts 
because it occurs rarely and probably as a result of 
speaking under stress and without dentures,
Tne ClJ],or Cl] mouille, is probably a result 
of the same difficulty noted above, but it occurs in 
the speech of a different informant: meilleur Cmeljoer]
is substtuted for Cmejcer]. This sound was transcribed 
as heard because it is distinct and occurs more than 
once in such a manner as to suggest that there is a 
strong possibility that it is not unusual to this in­
formant .
Cr]
The Cr] of this dialect is an apico-alveolar 
trill. T1 ■ occurrence of CR] , used to indicate both 
the retroflex and the fricative of English, is not sig­
nificant, since it â, nears only in the context of 
sounds use., in the production of the few English words 
usee y t... informants. its use is not indicated in 
tranocrip -ion.
Ce]
T h e  apico-^ ntal fricative of English, C©], is 
p r o d u c e d  initially in a word in the place of the initial 
[t] when the consonant group Ctr] occurs before Cu, wa, 
wa] and sometimes Ce]. All of the informants were more
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or less consistent in its production, as in trou [Qru], 
trois [Qrwa,QrwQ],traiteuse [Qretce:z], and others.
[ts ,dz]
Two affricates are regularly used when the oc­
clusives [t,d] occur before [i,y]. They are the voice­
less [ts] and the voiced [dz] , lingua-dental sounds, 
transcribed with the superscripts [s,z] to indicate 
their difference from the English [1i$] and [cjjS] which 
are lingua-palatal. Examples of these sounds are tu 
[tsy ] , petit [potsi], dit [dzi], mordu [mordzy].
Syllabication
Syllabication in this dialect follows the St­
andard French usage.
Breath Groups, Accents, and Stress Groups
In this dialect these phenomena follow the pattern 
of Standard French usage, with the exception that the 
stress groups are, in general, quite short, and thereby 
produce a larger number of stress groups to the breath 
group.
Lengthening
The occurrences of lengthening in this dialect 
are indicated in the transcription by the use of [:], 
and indicate that in this dialect, lengthening is not 
used according to the usage of Standard French.
Union of Consonants and Vowels
Linking:




In this dialect liaison occurs as it does in the 
rapid colloquial speech of native speakers of French.
Union of two Consonants
Assimilation:
Two consecutive sounds tend to assimilate. One 
borrows a part of the character of the other to faci­
litate a quick change of the organs of articulation.
1. The ne of the ne...pas combination has a ten­
dency to disappear almost entirely from rapid, 
informal speech. The assimilation is probably 
historical and probably is a residual effect 
of the assimilation which may have occurred 
before verbs when ne became a weak, unaccented 
element.
2. From one word to another the assimilation is 
partial, since the consonant doesn't change, 
but becomes partially voiced. An example of 
this phenomenon in this dialect is that of [s] 
to [^s], as in esp&ce de malice [espe^ do 
malis].
3. Modification of lingual and velar consonants 
before palatals takes place in langue [ld:g], 
which becomes Cldq].
4-. Nasalization of a vowel before a nasal con­




In this dialect liaison occurs as it does in the 
rapid colloquial speech of native speakers of French.
Union of two Consonants
Assimilation:
Two consecutive sounds tend to assimilate. One 
borrows a part of the character of the other to faci­
litate a quick change of the organs of articulation.
1. The ne of the ne...pas combination has a ten­
dency to disappear almost entirely from rapid, 
informal speech. The assimilation is probably 
historical and probably is a residual effect 
of the assimilation which may have occurred 
before verbs when ne became a weak, unaccented 
element.
2. From one word to another the assimilation is 
partial, since the consonant doesn't change, 
but becomes partially voiced. An example of 
this phenomenon in this dialect is that of [s] 
to Cs], as in esp&ce de malice [espej^ da 
malis].
3 . Kodification of lingual and velar consonants
before palatals takes place in langue [ld:g],
which becomes [ldrj],
4-. Nasalization of a vowel before a nasal con­
sonant is frequent, as in meme [mem] which
becomes [msm] , mama [mama] which, becomes
r ~ 4*Lmama].
5 * Ivhen a plosive in final position is preceded
by a nasal consonant it simply changes to a 
nasal: [mon] for monde [mod], tombe [to:b] 
becomes [tom], lendemain [IddmS] becomes 
[lbnme], grande maison [gratmezo] becomes 
[grdnmezo].
Union of two Towels
Elision:
Elision is the disappearance of a sound in certain 
combinations.
1. In rhis dialect the usage of the unstable [o] 
corresponds to that of Standard French.
2. In familiar language the [1] of elle and the 
[r] of sur elide regularly before a con­
sonant, as in elle dit [e di], sur le banc 
[sy 1 ba], and the [r] of pour in pour vous 
[pu vu].
Sporadic Phenomena
jtt O  C O Q
Ehe loss of the final consonant in a final con­
sonant group is regular, as in entre [St], autre [ot], 
table [tab], modiste [modzis].
4See Pp. 5 4 ,5 5 .
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Syncope
Elimination of medial sounds occurs in some words 
like la dedans [la d:a].
Initial, medial, and final complex clusters are 
habitually simplified, as in pourquoi [pukwa], parce que 
[pas ka] , quatre grande fille [kat gran fi:j]. 
metathesis
Breaking up of sound clusters by prefixing a 
vowel occurs in recevrait [orsevr 
Displacement of syllabic boundaries
This phenomenon is formed by attaching the final 
sound of one word to the beginning of another word. In 
the following examples, to be found in this dialect, the 
sound attached to the following word is the voiced si­
bilant. The voicing of the sibilant occurs in normal 
speech as liaison in Standard Erench and in this dialect, 
but not in certain environments. Note: les yeux,
usually [lez is [le z j j $ ] in this dialect. ̂ Des
oies [dez wa] becomes [de zwa], des orteils, usually 
[dez orte:j] becomes [de zorte:j],
,1stirate /h/
In this dialect /h/ is not pronounced, but liaison 
is often made with aspirate /h/. Les haricots can be 
either [le ariko] or [lez ariko],
^In this dialect, although no examples are to 
Pe found in the corpus, one regularly hears un yeux [ce 
zjjzS] , un oie [oe zwa], un orteil [oe zort e;j].
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The regional French dialect spoken in Reserve 
is a consistent variety of cultured speech native to 
the community, hut which (together with other dialects 
of Louisiana French) has an extremely short expectancy 
of life. It has survived among the senior citizens 
of the geographical area which can he considered a 
relic area for the purposes of this study.
The phonetic analysis indicates that the French 
spoken in Reserve is a regional dialect corresponding 
v:ith Standard French in intonation patterns, stress 
groups and accentuation, syllahication, linking,liaison, 
elision, phonology(with variants), morphology (with 
variants), and syntax.'*'
In this dialect the apico-alveolar trilled r is 
used in preference to the velar trill of Standard French. 
Its production is smooth and melodic. Where English
^"Morphological and syntactical analysis is 
ouzside the scope of this study, hut the tapes and trans­
cription readily substantiate this statement. The 
complete correspondence of this dialect (exclusive of 




loan-words occur in the dialect, the English retro-
2ilex is employed.
The English vowel [I] sometimes occurs in the 
place of the French [i]. It usually occurs in the pro­
duction of English words, and only sporadically in 
the French words.^
The English vowel [U] occurs sporadically and
alternates with the French high back rounded vowel [u]
4in both open and closed syllables.
Five English consonants are consistently used in 
this dialect: the lingua-velar nasal [q], the lingua-
velar, or"dark [l],"the apico-aental voiceless fri-
ocative [G], the lingua-dental voiceless affricate [t ], 
and the lingua-dental voiced affricate [d ].
In nearly all cases the velar nasal [q] of English 
is substituted for the palatal [ji] of French. It is 
used in words like langue where the Standard French 
pronunciation is [ld:g] rather than [laq], This sub-
15stitution is regular.^
The lingua-velar [1] of English occurs in final 
position. It does not occur regularly; therefore, its 
occurrence is not significant.^It is, however, a de­
viation from the norm when it occurs.
2See p. 56. ^See p.48. ^See Pp. 50, 51*
^See p. 55* °See p. 5^*
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Regularly, wherever the consonant group /tr/ 
occurs, the sound produced is the English apico-dental 
voiceless fricative [©] for the voiceless dental 
plosive [t].^
The apico-dental voiceless affricate [ts] is 
regularly substituted for the voiceless occlusive Ct] 
before [i,y].S
The voiced English apico-dental affricate [dz]
regularly replaces the voiced dental occlusive [d]
r 9before [i,y].
In this dialect the use of the French rounded
back vowel Co] follows the general Standard French
p a r t e m  of distribution except in final syllables
checked by /z/, when it is [ o ] . ^
There is an inconsistent discrimination between
similar nasal vowels. In the use of the pair [a,5]
the same speaker may pronounce en as [&] or [5]; dans
as Cdc] or [do].^
The generation of nasal vowels occurs often,par­
ticularly when /em/ or /ain/ occur before a vowel, and
12after /nn/ followed by [e].
The use of the ne element of the ne...pas com­
bination is inconsistent.^
Regressive assimilation of a plosive in final
^See p. 56. ^See p. 37. ^See p. 37.
10See Pp. 51,52. l:LSee Pp. 53,54- 12See p. 54. 
15See p. 58
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position preceded by a nasal occurs regularly in this
- • 14cialect.
The loss of the final consonant in a final con­
sonant group is regular.^ T h e  elimination of medial
16sounos occurs m  some words.
displacement of syllabic boundaries in some en­
vironments is habitual.^
The aspirate h is not pronounced, but liaison is
- 18 sometimes mace.
This dialect and Standard French are mutually 
intelligible. The life expectancy of the dialect 
spoken in Reserve is short since most of the grand­
children of the native speakers no longer either un­
derstand or speak it.
Some unanswered questions that have occurred 
during this undertaking, but which require research 
beyond the scope of this study are enumerated below:
1. Why did the German language disappear en­
tirely from the area?
2. Are the variants from Standard French in 
this dialect a result of historical change 
outside the region of investigation?
3. Is this dialect a relic of the language of 
the Capuchin missionaries who ministered to
1Z|_See Pp. 58,59. "^See p. 59. ^ S e e  p. 60. 
1 ?̂See p. 60. ^ S e e  p. 60.
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the area?
4-. Are the variants from Standard French really
"errors," and if they are, when did they begin?
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APPENDIX
BIOGRAPHIES OP THE INFORMANTS 
I
Wallace Lasseigne, 83, retired founder and 
editor of L ' Cbservateur, distinguished journalist and 
gentleman , lives with his widowed daughter, Mrs. Leslie 
Habile, in a modern, spacious brick home in Reserve.
He has been a widower for eight years. His numerous 
children and grandchildren derive enormous pleasure from 
his beautifully told reminiscenses of a life which has 
truly been spent as :,the observer.” He followed in his 
father's footsreps when he founded L 1Observateur. He 
had grown up under the influence of journalism and 
printing because Charles Lasseigne, his father, first 
founded La Ruche Louisianaise, then bought In Heschac6be, 
which, under him, was for forty years one of the finest 
newspapers of the country. It was printed in French.
L 1Gbservateur was ably edited in French, patois, and 
English, and was a credit to the cultural, social, and 
political life of St. John the Baptist Parish. Mr. 
Lasseigne was educated in the private schools in Reserve. 
He was instructed in French. When he arrived on the
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campus of the technological institute at Ruston, barely 
seventeen, he spoke not a word of English. His second 
year of college was spent at Louisiana State University 
in Baton Rouge, but he didn't like the uniform and 
military drills, so he returned to Ruston to complete 
his education in printing and journalism. He is fluent 
in both Brench and English, as well as in the patois.
II
krs. Anna Vicknair Jacob, 83, born on Harch 4,
1SS2, became the wife of Annas Jacob in 1901. She was 
left a widow when her husband died in the yellow fever 
epidemic of 1903, leaving her with a small child to support. 
Anna is a fourth generation Jacob, descendant of Jean 
Baptiste Jacob, and her husband was a third generation 
Jacob. Her maternal grandmother died in childbirth, 
so her mother was wet-nursed by a neighbor's slave.
Ihis slave was paid thirty dollars a month for her ser­
vices. A yellow fever and a cholera epidemic during this 
rime made severe inroads into the family, and bringing 
u j  a motherless infant was quite a problem, one likely 
to be talked about and much discussed.
Hrs. Vicknair completed five years of schooling 
in the public school system.
During her widowhood she supported herself and 
her infant son by sewing and nursing. Her work and her 
curiosity early developed her native talent as a raconteuse.
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She is a reliable source for historical and cultural 
memorabilia. It has been said that Anna could sit on 
tne sidelines of the local ballroom on a Sunday night 
and recount correctly the genealogies of all of the young ' 
ladies and gentlemen present.
She had a happy and active childhood, and still 
remembers some of the many songs, games, and social 
customs of the time. She lives in the house where she 
was born, in Jacobtown (part of Reserve), and which, 
until a few years ago was always beautifully landscaped 
with colorful flowers and shrubs. She was a familiar 
sight in her large front yard, tending her flowers and 
pausing a moment to speak to passersby. Her recently 
developed semi-invalid state is onerous to one whose life 
has been so active and so much a part of the history of 
Reserve.
Ill
Krs. Stella Jacob Jacob, 75, was born on February 2, 
1892. She married George Jacob forty-nine years ago, at 
the age of twenty-four. Kr. Jacob, 77, is retired from 
his position as House liechanic for the Godchaux Refinery 
in Reserve. They live an active life in their beautifully 
keat and spacious homestead in Reserve where their seven 
children were born, and where six of them grew to adult­
hood. All of their children are married. There are 
fifteen grandchildren at last count. Mrs. Jacob attended
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a private school for five years. She was taught in 
English hy Kiss Ella Levet and Elmena Voisin. She taught 
herself to read French.
IV
hrs. Edith Englade Triche, 6 5 , was married to 
Maurice Triche at the age of twenty-three. They have 
four married children and sixteen grandchildren. She 
was educated in the public schools of St. John the 
Baptist Parish through the tenth grade. She and her 
husband live in Reserve near Belle Pointe in their 
lovely home, surrounded by trees, flowers, and foliage 
tended with loving care on their extensive acreage.
V
Maurice Triche, 70, retired bon vivant and en­
trepreneur, is happy tending his chicken farm and at­
tending to his various enterprises which always seem to 
be complicating his life. Nr. Triche has always led a 
very busy life in the community. He attended public 
school for seven years.
VI
Nrs. C s m e n  Jacob Klibert, 6 5 , wife of Raoul 
Hlibert, was born on Nay 30, 1899- She is the great- 
grandaughter of Pierre Daspit, due de St. Amant of 
Prance, and the great-grandaughter of Jean Baptiste Jacob
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of Germany, who founded Jacobtown. She attended private 
school in Reserve where she was instructed in English,^ 
and later attended the first public school established 
in Reserve. She was valedictorian of the eighth high 
school class to be graduated from Leon Godchaux High 
School. Her father considered higher education for a 
female a fearful waste of time and money, so she married 
Raoul. Rheir five children have presented them with 
twenty grandchildren at this writing, and four step- 
grandchildren.
Mrs. Hlibert’s mother died when she was three.
She lived with, her grandmother until she was nine. After 
that she spent much cine first with one relative and then 
another until she was old enough to keep house for her 
father. Rhus, she became thoroughly familiar with most 
of the stories, customs, fun and games, and ways of life 
of the community. She was always active as a young lady 
in the social life of the community, and continued to 
be active after her marriage. She and Mr. Klibert live 
in the home which she designed and which they built to­
gether forty years â o.
VITA
Shirley Florence Klibert Nelson was "born in 
New Orleans, Louisiana, on November 7, 1921. She grew 
up in Reserve, Louisiana, attended Leon Godchaux 
Grammar School and was graduated from Leon Godchaux 
High School in June of 1937. She received her Bachelor 
of Arts degree from Louisiana State University three 
years later, at the age of eighteen. Before beginning 
her teaching career, she completed a semester of graduate 
study in Bnglish at the University. Luring this time 
she held a reading fellowship at the university.
She taught at Annunciation High School in New 
Crleansfor one year, leaving there to work in the Pub­
lications and Distribution Section of the Adjutant Gen­
eral 's Office of the New Orleans Port of Lmbarkation.
On the first day of June 194-3» siie was married 
to Sale S'. Nelson, and after the birth of their first 
child, she moved to California where the family made its 
home following the close of Norld War II. Luring their 
twelve years residence in southern California, six more 
children were born to her.
She was a member of the St. Emydius Parish Library, 
charged with the selection and review of books. She was
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called upon quite regularly to give lectures on family 
life and to give 'book reviews. She was Library and 
—■ iterature Chairman of the Eastern Deanery of the Arch— 
dioscese of Los Angeles. She devoted much time and 
attention toward helping to establish private libraries 
m  various church parishes in the Archdioscese.
She was an active participant in study groups and 
held a membership in the southern California chapter of 
the national Philosophical Society.
Por two years she was Chancellor of the Ladies 
of Columbus, an auxiliary of the Cardinal Glennon Chapter 
of the Knights of Columbus.
She taught in the Los Angeles City School system 
until the family returned to Louisiana after the death 
of the youngest child.
Krs. Kelson holds a Class A-l Lifetime Teaching 
Certificate in the State of Louisiana. She has ten years 
of teaching experience. Por the past six years she has 
taught high school English and Prench at Destrehan High ^ 
School, Destrehan, Louisiana, Parish of St. Charles.
Prior to this assignment, she taught English at Hahnville 
High School, Hahnville, also in St. Charles Parish.
In the summer of I960 Krs. Nelson was a participant 
in the KDLA Poreign Language Institute held at Louisiana 
State University. She is at present on Sabbatical Leave 
and a candidate for the Master of Arts degree in Linguistics 
at Louisiana State University. She was awarded a research
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assistantship in Linguistics for the academic year
1964— 6 5 •
While engaged in teaching, Mrs, Nelson has also 
been actively engaged in professional activities on the 
local, state, and national level. She is past-president 
of the St. Charles Parish Teachers Association, is 
presently chairman of the Committee on Professional 
Lights and Responsibilities, and a member of the pub­
licity committee for the annual convention of the 
Louisiana Teachers' Association. She attended the 
Louisiana Teachers' Association Leadership Conference 
in August of 196$, and was invited in 1964 to parti­
cipate in the Conference on Professional Rights and 
Responsibilities at the annual convention of the 
Rational education Association.
She is a member of Phi Sigma Iota, Romance 
Language honor society.
Mrs. Nelson resides with her family in La Place, 
Louisiana.
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